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Sources : A senior journalist with very good political connections, suddenly went

out of job. He is a person capable of getting info from any political party over

phone. He didn’t even call me. 1/n

I found this issue and called him. I asked him plainly, is he in search of a job.

At that time, @IndianPAC was recruiting furiously.

I spoke to a leader in DMK, who is very senior has some clout. 2/n

Do you know, what is the response of @IndianPAC ? They said, we don’t recruit, any one above 35. The reason they stated

is, people above 35 years of age, don’t work hard.

The @IndianPAC thinks number crunching alone will elections. 3/n

People watching TN politics know very well that TN is a unique state. How would a Bihari Brahmin with prime ministerial

ambitions be true to DMK, a party which flourished on anti-Brahminism.

Sources say, Prasanth Kishore, 4/n

around one year back, called all those who were active in anti CAA/NRC protests for a meet in Delhi and offered them

money and asked them to work for 10 years, when a 3rd front will come to power. 4/n

Prasant Kishore is an ambitious Brahmin fool, like Mylapore Broker Gurumurthy, who thinks that none other than Brahmins

have brains and all non-Brahmins carry cow dung in their head.

Only a fool would hire such a Brahmin fanatic. 5/n

If you closely watch the track record of Prasanth Kishore, you could see that he will go and approach a party, which is on a

winning wave. Arvind Kejriwal, YSR, Amarinder Sing are classic examples. 6/n

Why didn’t Prasant Kishore’s strategy work in UP where he worked for Congress ? Prasant Kishore @PrashantKishor is

nothing but an arrogant brahmin fool, who mints money using the weaknesses of non-Brahmin political parties. 7/n
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And @mkstalin is one weak leader. Period.

If Karunanidhi was alive, would he have hired a Brahmin to decide DMK’s political future ? 12/12
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